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NEURAL CORRELATES OF DISGUST- AND FEAR-CONDITIONED
RESPONSES
T. KLUCKEN,a* J. SCHWECKENDIEK,a G. KOPPE,b
C. J. MERZ,a S. KAGERER,a B. WALTER,a G. SAMMER,b
D. VAITLa AND R. STARKa

relates underlying the emotion disgust have attracted increased attention because of growing evidence that it is
significantly involved in the development of certain psychiatric disorders, for example, specific phobias, obsessivecompulsive disorder, and even eating disorders (Caseras
et al., 2007, 2010; Lawrence et al., 2007; Mataix-Cols et
al., 2008; Schienle et al., 2009; van den Heuvel et al.,
2011; for reviews see: Cisler et al., 2009; Olatunji et al.,
2010). Consequently, learning to respond appropriately to
environmental stimuli that predict disgust is an essential
process for survival. Importantly, subjects differ in their
reactivity towards disgust-learning and disgust-eliciting
stimuli, which is conceptualized in the trait disgust sensitivity (Cisler and Olatunji, 2008; Mataix-Cols et al., 2008).
Accordingly, some authors argued that elevated disgust
sensitivity could be a potential risk factor for certain psychiatric disorders (Olatunji et al., 2010, 2011; Schienle et
al., 2003). Consequently, a better understanding of the
neural processes of disgust sensitivity and disgust learning
could contribute to the understanding of the pathogenesis
and the treatment of psychiatric disorders.
Classical conditioning is a well established model for
the etiology of many psychiatric disorders (Kalisch et al.,
2006a; Milad and Rauch, 2007; Mineka and Oehlberg,
2008; Straube et al., 2007b; Suendermann et al., 2010). A
differential conditioning paradigm contains the pairing of a
neutral stimulus (conditioned stimuli (CS⫹) with an aversive stimulus (unconditioned stimuli (UCS)), for example,
electric stimulation (Büchel and Dolan, 2000) or emotional
pictures (Klucken et al., 2009a; Schweckendiek et al.,
2011), whereas a second neutral stimulus (CS⫺) predicts
the absence of the UCS. After few pairings, the CS⫹ elicits
greater conditioned responses (CRs) as compared with
the CS⫺, for example, changes in skin conductance responses (SCRs), preference ratings, and brain activity
(Büchel and Dolan, 2000; De Houwer et al., 2001; De
Houwer, 2007; Dedonder et al., 2010).
Regarding fear conditioning, a neural network underlying CRs has been identified, which includes the
amygdala, the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), the
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), the nucleus accumbens (NAcc),
the insula, and the occipital cortex (Kalisch et al., 2006b;
Klucken et al., 2009a,c; Knight et al., 2003, 2004a, 2009).
These structures have also been observed in symptom
provocation studies (e.g. Caseras et al., 2010; Goossens
et al., 2007; Hermann et al., 2009; Straube et al., 2007a)
as well as with emotion processing implicating not only a
specific role in conditioning but also a broader role in
emotion processing, anticipation, and regulation (Critchley
et al., 2004; Etkin et al., 2011; Kalisch et al., 2005;
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Abstract—The understanding of individual differences in responses to disgusting stimuli is important to gain more insight into the development of certain psychiatric disorders.
The aim of this study was to investigate conditioned disgust
responses, its potential overlap with conditioned fear responses (CRs) and the influence of disgust sensitivity on
blood oxygen level– dependent responses. Yet even though
current studies report evidence that disgust sensitivity is a
vulnerability factor, the knowledge about the underlying neural mechanisms remains very limited. Two groups were exposed either to a disgust- or a fear-conditioning paradigm.
Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we identified
a conjoint activated network including the cingulate cortex,
the nucleus accumbens, the orbitofrontal cortex, and the
occipital cortex within the disgust- and the fear-conditioning
group. Moreover, we report evidence of increased insula activation in the disgust-conditioning group. In addition, functional connectivity analysis revealed increased interconnections, most pronounced within the insula in the high disgust
sensitivity group compared with the low disgust sensitivity
group. The conjunction results suggest that the conditioned
responses in disgust and fear conditioning recruit the same
neural network, implicating that different conditioned responses of aversive learning depend on a common neural
network. Increased insula activation within the disgust-conditioning group might be attributable to heightened interoceptive processes, which might be more pronounced in disgust. Finally, the findings regarding disgust sensitivity are
discussed with respect to vulnerability factors for certain
psychiatric disorders. Crown Copyright © 2011 Published by
Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO. All rights reserved.
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Ortigue et al., 2010). Within this fear circuit, findings of
animal and human studies point to a crucial role of the
amygdala in the acquisition of fear (Büchel and Dolan,
2000; Olsson and Phelps, 2007). In addition, current
studies associate the OFC with the detailed evaluation of
CS-valence (O’Doherty, 2007). Emerging evidence underlines the dACC as a robust correlate of fear conditioning
(Milad et al., 2007) that seems to be especially related to
conscious fear anticipation and appraisal (Kalisch et al.,
2006c). Moreover, current studies provide evidence that
the NAcc and the dACC are involved in the formation of
CS–UCS contingency not only in appetitive conditioning
but also in fear conditioning (Klucken et al., 2009a,c;
Mechias et al., 2010; Schiller et al., 2008; Tabbert et al.,
2011).
Although the neural correlates of conditioned-fear responses are already understood in considerable detail, the
investigation of disgust conditioning has been targeted
only rarely (Mason and Richardson, 2010; Olatunji et al.,
2007; Olatunji, 2006; Schienle et al., 2001). Animal studies
used highly aversive food or water for disgust conditioning
(Curtis et al., 2011), whereas human research has begun
to investigate disgust conditioning using disgust-eliciting
pictures (Mason and Richardson, 2010; Olatunji et al.,
2007, 2009) thereby exclusively focusing on peripheralphysiological measures (for example skin conductance)
and subjective CS ratings. Several studies report successful changes in subjects’ CS ratings and conditioned SCRs
(Mason and Richardson, 2010; Olatunji et al., 2007, 2009).
Following this line of research, imaging studies are needed
to elucidate the underlying neural processes of conditioned-disgust responses. A potential target region for disgust conditioning is the insula, because of its involvement
in classical fear conditioning and disgust processing (Kim
and Jung, 2006; Schienle et al., 2005a,c, 2008; Stark et al.,
2007). This view is underpinned by the meta-analytic finding that insula activation differentiates disgust from all
other basic emotions (Vytal and Hamann, 2010).
Complementing these findings, several studies associate the insula with interoception and the processing of
bodily cues (Craig, 2009; Meissner and Wittmann, 2011),
with the right insula being more involved, especially in the
case of aversive cues (Critchley, 2004; Karnath et al.,
2005; Wiens, 2005). For instance, current models assume
an involvement of the right and left insula displaying
differential activity for symphathetic (more right located)
and parasymphatetic (more left located) processes
(Craig, 2009).
Interestingly, insula activity in response to disgust inducing stimuli has been shown to be modulated by the
personality trait disgust sensitivity (Calder et al., 2007;
Cisler and Olatunji, 2008; Schäfer et al., 2009; Stark et al.,
2005b). In detail, Mataix-Cols et al. (2008) showed that
subjects with high disgust sensitivity are characterized by
elevated insula reactivity as compared with low disgust
sensitivity subjects even when controlling for sex, trait
anxiety, and depression scores. However, although previous research has revealed considerable evidence for individual disgust sensitivity being a potential vulnerability fac-

tor for anxiety disorders to date, only two studies have
been conducted to investigate the influence of disgust
sensitivity on disgust conditioning. Both studies support
the impact of disgust sensitivity on CRs (Mason and Richardson, 2010; Olatunji et al., 2007).
Furthermore, no study has so far investigated functional connectivity in association with disgust sensitivity.
Several studies suggest that high disgust sensitivity is
associated with an exaggerated awareness of various different bodily sensations (Aharoni and Hertz, in press; Mataix-Cols et al., 2008; Schienle et al., 2005b). However, it is
still unclear how this exaggeration is conveyed. Possibly,
the exaggerated awareness in subjects with high disgust
sensitivity could be caused by higher functional coupling of
left and right insula. Consequently, we compared functional connectivity data between the left und the right insula
of the two groups (high disgust sensitivity vs. low disgust
sensitivity) (Craig, 2009, 2011).
Because of the controversial debate about correlation
analysis in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
(Poldrack and Mumford, 2009; Vul et al., 2009a,b) and the
advantages of connectivity approaches (Stephan, 2004),
we used functional connectivity analyses to explore this
question. Considering the above mentioned findings, the
right insula was used as seed region. We expected higher
functional connectivity in the high disgust sensitivity group
subjects as compared with the low disgust sensitivity
group.
The primary aim of the study was to extend the current
knowledge about disgust conditioning; we employed a
novel conditioning paradigm to identify common and distinct neural substrates of CRs in fear and disgust conditioning. Subjects were either exposed to a conditioning
paradigm with disgust-inducing pictures (disgust-conditioning group) or with fear-inducing pictures (fear-conditioning group) as UCS. Regarding the neural correlates of
the CRs in disgust and fear conditioning, we hypothesized
a conjoint activated network including the dACC, the OFC,
and the occipital cortex representing an aversive learning
network important for conscious sensory evaluation and
appraisal processes (Etkin et al., 2011; Kalisch et al.,
2005, 2006c; Kalisch, 2009; Mechias et al., 2010). We
assumed greater responses in the disgust-conditioning
group as compared with the fear-conditioning group within
the (right) insula because of its involvement in interoception, which should be more pronounced in disgust processing (Craig, 2009).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Participants and sample description
A between-subject design (one disgust-conditioning group and
one fear-conditioning group) was employed. Twenty-two participants in the disgust-conditioning group and 25 participants in the
fear-conditioning group participated in the study. Most of them
were recruited from campus advertisements and received €8/h for
participation. All subjects were right-handed and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. None of them had a history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. Participants were informed about
the procedure in general and gave written informed consent. All
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experimental procedures were in accordance to the Declaration of
Helsinki and were approved by the ethics committee of the German Psychological Society. Because of technical problems, two
subjects (one in each group) were excluded from all analyses.
Two more subjects were excluded from all analysis because of
irregular movements inside the scanner. Further, three subjects in
the fear-conditioning group were excluded from the study because
they rated the fearful stimuli as pleasant and not as fear-inducing
at all. The final sample (fMRI and subjective ratings) consisted of
20 participants in the disgust-conditioning group (10 males, mean
age: 23.4, SD: 2.1; 10 females, mean age: 23.2, SD: 3.6) and 20
participants in the fear-conditioning group (10 males, mean age:
23.4, SD: 3.0; 10 females, mean age: 22.6, SD: 3.6). Regarding
the SCRs analysis, four subjects did not show SCRs greater than
0.01 S and were excluded from the SCRs analysis leaving 18
participants in each group.

Stimuli
Conditioned stimuli (CS). Two neutral visual stimuli (two
squares, with either continuous or dotted borders) served as CS⫹
and CS⫺. All stimuli were gray in color, had identical luminance,
and were presented in an 800⫻600 pixel resolution. The stimuli
were projected onto a screen at the end of the scanner (visual
field⫽18°) using an LCD projector. Stimulus allocation was counterbalanced across participants. Pictures were viewed through a
mirror mounted on the head coil.
Unconditioned stimuli (UCS). Two sets of pictures, each
consisting of 21 pictures, were employed as UCS. The first set
contained disgust-inducing pictures (e.g. poor hygiene, rotten
food), the second contained fearful scenes (e.g. attacks by humans or animals). Pictures were taken from the International
Affective Picture System (Lang et al., 2005) or were collected by
the authors (eight pictures). They have been repeatedly used in
previous studies (Klucken et al., 2009a; Schienle et al., 2005c;
Stark et al., 2007). The IAPS pictures were chosen based on a
rating study by Libkuman and colleagues (2007) and were matched
with respect to valence and arousal. All pictures were presented in
color and had identical pixel resolution. Stimuli were projected onto a
screen at the end of the scanner (visual field⫽18°) using an LCD
projector (EPSON EMP-7250, Seiko EPSON Corporation, Japan).

Conditioning procedure
The differential delay conditioning procedure contained an acquisition and extinction phase. The short extinction phase is part of
another project and will not be discussed here in detail. In contrast
to classical fear-conditioning studies with electrical stimulation as
UCS, we used emotional pictures as UCS for the disgust- and the
fear-conditioning group. In the acquisition phase, 42 trials were
presented (21 per CS). The CS duration was 8 s. The UCS
appeared immediately into the CS⫹ (100% reinforcement) for 4 s.
The first two trials (one CS⫹, one CS⫺ trial) were excluded from
the analyses, because learning could not yet have occurred,
resulting in a relatively short acquisition phase of 20 trials for each
CS (Phelps et al., 2004). The inter-trial interval (ITI) ranged from
12.5 to 15 s. The instruction was to pay attention to all stimuli and
to try to figure out a possible association between the CS and the
UCS in order to avoid unaware participants and to develop contingency awareness rapidly because unaware participants show
rather different response patterns compared to aware participants
(Raes et al., 2009; Schiller et al., 2008; Tabbert et al., 2006). In an
equally-distributed interval of 1–2 s after the UCS offset, participants had to react to a simple distractor task (duration 1 s). This
procedure was chosen to (1) distract the attention from the aversive pictures during the ITI and (2) to enhance overall vigilance.
For this purpose, an adapted version of the flanker task was used
(for details see Eriksen and Eriksen, 1974; Schweckendiek et al.,
2011). For each subject, a pseudo randomized stimulus order was
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used with the following two restrictions: (1) no more than two
presentations of the same CS in a row and (2) equally distributed
CS presentations within each half of the acquisition. Throughout
the experiment, an MRI-compatible video camera was used to
control whether subjects watched the stimuli.
Before the experiment and immediately after the conditioning
procedure, participants rated CS⫹, CS⫺, and UCS using the Self
Assessment Manikin (Bradley and Lang, 1994) on a Likert scale.
The participants filled out two questionnaires: (i) A German version of the Questionnaire for the Assessment of Disgust Sensitivity (QADS; Schienle et al., 2002). This self-rating instrument describes 37 situations (e.g. “You touch the toilet seat with a part of
your body in a public restroom”), which have to be judged on
5-point scales (0⫽“not disgusting”; 4⫽“very disgusting”). (ii) The
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-Trait Version (STAI-T) (Spielberger,
1983), in order to control for trait anxiety between the groups. To
account for potential sex biases in both questionnaires, a z-transformation with sex-specific means and standard deviations of the
questionnaire scores was conducted.

Skin conductance measuring
SCRs were sampled simultaneously with MR scans using Ag/
AgCl electrodes filled with isotonic (0.05 M NaCl) electrolyte medium, placed on hypothenar of the non-dominant (left) hand.
SCRs were defined in three analysis windows: the maximum
response within the time window 1– 4 s after the CS (CS⫹ or
CS⫺) onset was counted as the first interval response (FIR), the
time windows within 4 – 8 s as the second interval response (SIR),
and the time window within 8.5–12.5 s as the unconditioned
response (third interval response; TIR). Statistical analyses were
performed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) in a 2 (stimulustype: CS⫹ vs. CS⫺)⫻2 (group: disgust vs. fear) design followed
by post hoc tests in PASW 18 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Magnetic resonance imaging
Functional and anatomical images were acquired with a 1.5 Tesla
whole-body tomograph (Siemens Symphony with a quantum gradient system) with a standard head coil. Structural image acquisition consisted of 160 T1-weighted sagittal images (MPRage, 1
mm slice thickness). For functional images, a total of 504 images
were registered using a T2*-weighted gradient echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with 25 slices covering the whole brain (slice
thickness⫽5 mm; 1 mm gap; descending slice procedure; TR⫽2.5
s; TE⫽55 ms; flip angle⫽90°; field of view 192⫻192 mm2; matrix
size⫽64⫻64; voxel size 3⫻3⫻5 mm3). The orientation of the axial
slices was parallel to the orbitofrontal cortex— bone transition in
order to minimize susceptibility artefacts in prefrontal areas. Data
were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London UK; 2008)
implemented in MATLAB 7.5 (MathWorks Inc., Sherbourn, MA,
USA). Before all analyses, data were preprocessed including
realignment and unwarping (b-spline interpolation), slice-time correction, coregistration of functional data to each participant’s anatomical image, and normalization to the standard space of the
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain. Spatial smoothing
was executed with an isotropic three-dimensional Gaussian filter
with a full width at half maximum of 9 mm to allow for corrected
statistical inference.
Modeled as events, the experimental conditions were CS⫹,
CS⫺, UCS, non-UCS (defined as the time window after CSpresentation corresponding to the time window of the UCS presentation after the CS⫹; e.g. Merz et al., 2010; Stark et al., 2006),
and the distractor task. Regressors were convolved with a hemodynamic response function in the general linear model. The six
movement parameters of the rigid body transformation obtained
by the realignment procedure were introduced as covariates in the
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model. The voxel-based time series was filtered with a high pass
filter (time constant⫽128 s).
On the first level of analysis, the following contrasts were
analyzed for each subject: CS⫹⬎CS⫺ and UCS⬎non-UCS (and
vice versa). Scores of these contrasts (e.g. CS⫹⬎CS⫺) were
calculated for each subject and introduced as dependent variables
in the group analyses (second level analyses). To identify common activated regions across both conditioning groups, a conjunction analysis of both groups was conducted with the contrast
CS⫹⬎CS⫺ as dependent variable (Friston et al., 1999, 2005;
Bonferroni-corrected for multiple testing). A conjunction analysis
only reveals significant results for structures significantly activated
in both subgroups. Brain structures only significantly activated in
one group do not result in significant conjunction results. Conversely, significant results in a one-sample t-test can also result
from a strong activation in one group and a weaker activation
(non-significant) in the other. Consequently, the present conjunction analysis shows only structures significantly involved in both
groups. A conjunction analysis is the most appropriate statistical
procedure for answering this question (Nichols et al., 2005). We
tested for group differences in the contrasts CS⫹⬎CS⫺.
To analyze functional connectivity networks depending on
disgust sensitivity, a seed region approach (all active trials vs.
baseline) was conducted (Esslinger et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009;
Meyer-Lindenberg, 2009). To avoid inflated alpha errors by analyzing several seed regions, the right insula was chosen as seed
region on the basis of the following criteria: (1) the insula is
crucially involved in disgust processing and aversive conditioning
(Calder et al., 2000; Merz et al., 2010; Stark et al., 2005a; for
overviews see: Cisler and Olatunji, 2008; Kim and Jung, 2006;
Vytal and Hamann, 2010). (2) Prior neuroimaging studies indicate
that disgust sensitivity is linked to structural and/or functional
alterations within this brain region (Mataix-Cols et al., 2008; Stark
et al., 2007). The seed voxels were the 10 most strongly activated
(beta-values) voxels within the right insula of each participant.
Using SPM8, the seed voxel time series were high-pass filtered
(128 s) and task related variance was removed in order to avoid
task related confounds in the functional connectivity measurement
(Meyer-Lindenberg, 2009). First, eigenvariates were calculated for
these voxels. Then, to account for noise, eigenvariates from voxels within a white matter mask and a mask of the cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) were calculated and entered into the analysis as
covariates of no interest (Esslinger et al., 2009). The eigenvariates
were entered into a whole brain multiple regression along with
movement covariates for each person separately. The seed region eigenvariates were treated as the covariates. To broadly
account for comparability across studies (Stein et al., 2007), twosample t-tests were conducted to investigate the role of disgust
sensitivity on neural functional connectivity. Hence, subjects of the
disgust-conditioning group were divided into two groups (high
disgust sensitivity and low disgust sensitivity) by a median split
based on sex-specific norms; this resulted in 10 subjects per
group. In short, both groups significantly differed with respect to
disgust sensitivity (t⫽3.35; P⬍.01) but not age or STAI-scores
(P⬎.20, t⬍.09). In a subsequent second level analysis, two-sample t-tests were applied to test for group differences (high disgust
sensitivity group vs. low disgust sensitivity group) in functional
connectivity.
Regions of interest (ROI) analyses were performed using the
small volume correction in SPM8. For whole brain and ROIeffects, a family-wise-error (FWE) corrected P-value of ⬍.05 (for
trends: P⬍.08) was required. To avoid significant results caused
by changes at a single voxel level, a cluster size of k⬎5 voxel was
required. The amygdala, the insula, the dACC, the occipital cortex,
and the OFC were defined as ROI. The amygdala, the insula, the
NAcc, and the OFC were taken from the “Harvard-Oxford cortical
and subcortical structural atlases” provided by the Harvard Center
for Morphometric Analysis and from the Human Brain Project

Repository database based on the BrainMap database (Fox and
Lancaster, 1994; Nielsen and Hansen, 2002). Since no mask for
the occipital cortex exists in this atlas, an appropriate mask was
designed using the software program MARINA (Walter et al.,
2003). The mask for the dACC was kindly provided by the authors
of a current meta-analysis on fear conditioning (Mechias et al.,
2010).

RESULTS
Sample description
No differences occurred in sex (10 females in each group),
trait anxiety (t(38)⫽.059, P⬎.05), and disgust sensitivity
(t(38)⫽.091, P⬎.05) between the fear- and the disgustconditioning group. Further, no group differences were found
in UCS-expectancy ratings for the CS⫹ (t(38)⫽⫺.650, P⬎.05)
and for the CS⫺ (t(38) ⫽⫺.649, P⬎.05).
UCS results
As expected, we found significant higher disgust ratings of
the disgust UCS as compared with the fear UCS (T(38)⫽
4.42, P⬍.001), indicating higher disgust ratings in the disgust-conditioning group. On the other hand, the fear UCS
elicited more fear as the disgust UCS (T(38)⫽2.32, P⬍.05).
As expected, arousal and valence ratings were not significantly different between the UCS disgust and the UCS
fear (T(38)⬍1.5, P⬎.40). Regarding the blood oxygen level– dependent responses, we found strong activation
in the left amygdala (x/y/z⫽⫺25/⫺4/⫺14; tmax.⫽7.46;
Pmax⬍.001) and the right amygdala (x/y/z⫽25/⫺10/
⫺11; tmax.⫽8.68; Pmax⬍.001).
Disgust sensitivity results
To analyze the influence of high vs. low disgust sensitivity
on neural activity, we compared connectivity maps in a
second level ANOVA between the two groups. Group differences showed that the high disgust sensitivity group
compared with the low disgust sensitivity group had a
significantly higher connectivity between the left and the
right insula (P⬍.05; see Table 2, Fig. 1).
Conditioning results
Skin conductance responses. We found a significant
main effect of CS type in the FIR (F(1,34)⫽25.36; P⬍.001)
and in the SIR (F(1,34)⫽20.33; P⬍.001), indicating greater
responses to the CS⫹ than to the CS⫺ (see Fig. 2). Post
hoc tests confirmed greater responses to the CS⫹ as
compared with the CS⫺ for the FIR and the SIR. No
significant correlations with QADS or STAI were found in
either of the groups.
Hemodynamic responses. In the disgust and in the
fear-conditioning group, whole-brain conjunction analyses
for the contrast CS⫹⬎CS⫺ showed a trend in the occipital
cortex, especially in the fusiform gyrus (x⫽33, y⫽⫺49,
z⫽⫺14; t⫽5.52; P⫽.056; FWE corrected) and the medial
occipital cortex (x⫽24, y⫽⫺52, z⫽⫺8; t⫽5.49; P⫽.059;
FWE corrected). ROI analyses showed a commonly activated neural network including the dACC, the insula, the
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Table 1. Common and different ROI-activations in the disgust-conditioning and the fear-conditioning group for the contrast CS⫹⬎CS⫺
Analyses

Groups

Structure

x

y

z

k

Tmax

Pcorr

Conjunction analyses

disgust conditioning 艚 fear
conditioning

Two-sample t-test

disgust conditioning ⬎ fear
conditioning

dACC
Insula
Insula
NAcc
NAcc
Occipital
Occipital
OFC
OFC
Insula
Insula

9
⫺33
33
⫺6
6
⫺39
33
⫺27
30
⫺33
39

11
20
⫺23
8
8
⫺43
⫺52
32
29
8
⫺4

40
⫺5
⫺2
⫺5
⫺5
⫺23
⫺17
⫺23
⫺11
7
4

131
20
23
7
10
71
114
148
139
23
53

3.49
4.03
4.39
2.51
2.62
3.59
4.96
4.20
5.57
3.40
3.83

.040
.009
.004
.049
.035
.034
.003
.020
.001
.039
.015

The threshold was P⬍.05 (FWE-corrected; small volume correction according to SPM8). All coordinates are given in MNI space.

NAcc, the occipital cortex, and the OFC (see Table 1,
Fig. 3). However, no significant amygdala activation was
found. Moreover, two-sample t-tests showed group differences in the bilateral insula with greater responses in the
disgust-conditioning group as compared to the fear-conditioning group (see Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION
The present study aimed to explore two research questions: first, to identify neural activations related to disgustand fear-conditioned responses and second to gain more
insight in the relationship between disgust sensitivity and
functional connectivity. Regarding the conditioning results,
we observed conjoint ROI-activations in the occipital cortex, the NAcc, the OFC, and the dACC underlying disgustconditioned as well as fear-conditioned responses. This
led to the assumption of a common neural network for

aversive learning. The relevant structures are probably
involved in the development and establishment of the CS–
UCS awareness (NAcc, dACC), CS-evaluation, and attention processes (occipital cortex and OFC), which are important for disgust and fear conditioning. Further, the results provide first evidence for bilateral increased insula
activation in disgust-conditioned responses as compared
with fear-conditioned responses. Concerning the functional connectivity, the data showed that the high disgust
sensitivity group showed elevated functional coupling between right and left insula, which ultimatively may contribute to increased interoceptive processing.
Functional insula connectivity modulated by disgust
sensitivity
As a main finding, we found significantly increased functional connectivity between the left and the right insula in

Fig. 1. Significantly enhanced functional connectivity between the right insula (black circle, depicted with MARINA) as seed region and the left insula
(red circle) in high disgust sensitivity subjects as compared to low disgust sensitivity subjects. For illustration reasons threshold was t⫽3. For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.
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ders is hypervigilance for bodily sensations. However, it
should be acknowledged that the assumption about functional neural connectivity, disgust sensitivity, and psychiatric disorders through facilitated interoceptive processes
can only be regarded as preliminary until independent
replications and/or direct evidence for this assumption is
available.
Common and distinct correlates of conditioned
disgust and fear responses

Fig. 2. Mean of the conditioned skin conductance responses (and
standard errors of the mean) for the first interval responses (FIR) and
the second interval responses (SIR); for each group separately.
*P⬍0.05.

the high disgust as compared to the low disgust sensitivity
group. Our data fit to the recently proposed model of
Paulus and Stein (2006). This model proposes that the
increased tendency to view interoceptive sensations
(mainly located in the insula) as dangerous leads to an
anticipated unpleasant bodily state, which is coded by an
error prediction signal in the insula (Paulus and Stein,
2006). The personality trait disgust sensitivity entails this
tendency to view interoceptive sensations as harmful
(Rohrmann et al., 2009). As previous findings related disgust sensitivity to heightened insula activation and to increased attention to bodily states (Mataix-Cols et al., 2008;
Schienle et al., 2005b), the present finding might add a
further interesting facet to the understanding of disgust
sensitivity. Given that the left insula and the right insula are
assumed to be involved in different processes (e.g. more
parasympathetic vs. sympathetic; Craig, 2009, 2011), we
assume that the elevated connectivity of left and right
insula cortex leads to a more intense integration of interoceptive sensations. Consequently, disgust sensitivity could
be understood as hypervigilance for bodily sensations. In
accordance, hypervigilance for bodily sensations is currently considered as a key feature for the development of
certain psychiatric disorders because it hampers the utilization of functional coping strategies (e.g. reappraisal)
(Çavuşoğlu and Dirik, 2011). Evidence for this idea is
found in a recent meta-analysis that showed a connection
between disgust sensitivity, insula functioning, and hypervigilance to interoceptive processes in anorexia nervosa
(Aharoni and Hertz, in press). Further, altered disgust sensitivity has been reported in obsessive-compulsive disorder, blood-injury phobia, and spider phobia (Olatunji et al.,
2010, 2011). Possibly, a common attribute of these disor-

We identified conjoint neural activations in the contrast
CS⫹⬎CS⫺ in the disgust- and the fear-conditioned group
in the occipital cortex, the OFC, the insula, the NAcc, and
the dACC. The present findings are in accordance with
previous reports on fear conditioning in human and animal
studies (Mechias et al., 2010; Olsson and Phelps, 2007).
The view that fear and disgust conditioning are not categorically different could be explained by many shared processes like CS–UCS association formation, attentional,
and evaluation processes, which could be very similar in
fear and disgust conditioning and may therefore recruit the
same neural network.
In detail, the common dACC activation might reflect
appraisal processes of negatively valenced stimuli. Several studies have shown convincing results for dACC activation as a function of initial stimulus appraisal processes
(Kalisch et al., 2006c). Kalisch and colleagues (Kalisch et
al., 2006c; Kalisch, 2009) relate the dACC to conscious
fear appraisal. Moreover, in a current meta-analysis, the
dACC is described as the most pronounced structure once
contingency awareness is established (Mechias et al.,
2010). In addition, recent studies provide evidence for the
NACC and the ventral striatum to play an important role in
the development of contingency awareness (Klucken et
al., 2009a,c). Therefore, we assume a neural model for
contingency awareness including the NAcc for the development and the dACC for formation and establishment of
contingency awareness. Broadening this argument, we
propose that the assumed NAcc-dACC model for contingency awareness and appraisal might not only serve for
fear conditioning but for emotional learning in general.
Regarding the role of the insula in fear conditioning,
Kim and Jung (2006) argue that insula activation during
conditioning might be important for memory processes
associated with the CS, probably through the consolidation
of bodily sensations (especially related to the right insula
Craig, 2009). Nevertheless, one also needs to keep in
mind that the insula is certainly not exclusively involved in
disgust processing; disgust can also be processed without
insula activation (Schäfer et al., 2005; Schienle et al.,
2006; Schienle and Schäfer, 2009; Straube et al., 2010).

Table 2. Group comparisons (high disgust sensitivity ⬎ low disgust sensitivity) from the connectivity analyses with the right insula as seed region
Analyses

Group

Structure

x

y

z

k

Tmax.

Pcorr

Conjunction analyses

disgust conditioning ⬎
fear conditioning

Insula
Insula

⫺33
⫺36

⫺16
⫺13

4
7

16
16

3.68
3.10

.029
.087
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Fig. 3. Activated ROI (conjunction analysis) during fear and disgust conditioning in the contrast CS⫹⬎CS⫺. For illustration reasons threshold was
t⫽2.50. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.

Further, we observed common activations within the
OFC. Current studies link the OFC to the detailed evaluation of stimulus valence, with the lateral part being more
important for aversive stimuli and the medial part being
more important for appetitive stimuli (Kirsch et al., 2003;
Klucken et al., 2009a; O’Doherty, 2007; Schienle et al.,
2009). For instance, Gottfried and colleagues showed increased medial OFC activation to an appetitive CS,
whereas lateral OFC activation was related to aversive CS
(Gottfried et al., 2002).
Regarding amygdala activation, we only found significant activation towards the UCS, but not towards the CS⫹,
which is surprising, because of the well documented role of
the amygdala in fear conditioning (Büchel and Dolan,
2000; Debiec and LeDoux, 2004; Mechias et al., 2010) and
emotional processing (Gill and Grace, 2011; Hayes and
Northoff, 2011; Kagerer et al., 2011). However, other stud-

Fig. 4. Significantly increased neural activations of left and right insula
for the group comparison disgust conditioning⬎fear conditioning in the
contrast CS⫹⬎CS⫺ (ROI-analysis). For illustration reasons threshold
was t⫽3.2. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.

ies also failed to find amygdala activation in fear conditioning (e.g. Phelps et al., 2004; Knight et al., 2004b; Tabbert
et al., 2006). One reason for the absent amygdala activation might be that the current study used pictures as UCS,
which may provoke weaker responses compared with the
more commonly used electric stimulation (Klucken et al.,
2009a,b; Schweckendiek et al., 2011). Moreover, previous
studies showed that the amygdala activation rapidly decreases over time (LaBar et al., 1998; Phelps et al., 2004;
Straube et al., 2009).
Regarding the SCRs responses, we observed considerable differentiation in conditioned SCRs in both groups,
indicating successful conditioning, but no group differences. In line with Hamm and Vaitl (1996) (for review:
Hamm and Weike, 2005), this finding implicates that conditioned SCRs reflect stimulus salience rather than fearspecific responses. For instance, Hamm and Vaitl (1996)
showed conditioned SCRs using non-aversive UCS.
Regarding group differences between neural correlates of disgust- and fear-conditioned responses, we found
increased bilateral insula activation in the disgust-conditioning group as compared with the fear-conditioning
group. As mentioned above, previous studies highlighted
the impact of insula activation on disgust processing (Vytal
and Hamann, 2010). For instance, Calder et al. (2000)
reported data of a neurological patient with an insula lesion
and selective impairments in the recognition of facial expressions of disgust, but not of other emotions. The present results extend this view of the insula’s role in disgust
processing by showing enhanced insula activation as a
correlate of conditioned disgust responses. Because of the
central role of the insula in interoceptive processes (Craig,
2009; Mataix-Cols et al., 2008), one of its possible functions could be the facilitation of CS⫹/CS⫺ differentiation.
A core characteristic of disgust and its anticipation is the
strong and immediate experience of bodily sensations
(e.g. nausea; Rozin and Fallon, 1987), which are more
pronounced in disgust than in fear processing. Altogether,
our results favor the view of a common neural network,
which is involved in aversive conditioning in general, rather
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than the idea of distinct networks for conditioning of different emotions (Schienle and Schäfer, 2009).
As a limitation, we used a between-subject design to
investigate this research question. Thus, findings could
also be influenced by differences between the two groups,
and not by the employed design only. A within subject
design with one CS⫹disgust and one CS⫹fear may overcome this limitation. In addition, we used ROI analyses,
which entail certain statistical problems (e.g. weak activations could be detected as significant). Finally, one potential problem of studies using picture material is the matching of pictures for physical properties, e.g. luminance or
color.
Notably, the present study applied a novel conditioning
paradigm using a picture–picture conditioning approach for
fMRI, which has so far been employed in few studies only
(Klucken et al., 2009a,b; Schweckendiek et al., 2011).
Picture–picture conditioning paradigms can be used as a
tool to investigate psychiatric disorders in more detail by
using disorder-relevant UCS.
In conclusion, our study identified that fear and disgust
conditioning leads to conjoint activation of several brain
regions, implicating that different forms of aversive learning principally depend on a common neural network. Moreover, we were able to show a significant relationship of
insula activation and disgust sensitivity in functional connectivity. The observed response patterns contribute to a
neural explanation for the relationship of disgust sensitivity
and certain psychiatric disorders.
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